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could be dramatic effects for the industry. Will Irish
eyes be smiling?

by
Mark McNicholas

“The news today will be the
movies for tomorrow” - Love
Well here we are, a pivotal moment in UK and
European politics stands before us and arguably the
most important decision to be made by the British
public for over forty years will occur on the 23rd June.
However in the rarefied atmosphere of Quorum
Towers, the biggest headache has been selecting the
line from a song to accompany this Editorial. I have
spent many hours poring over my music collection to
pick the song that best reflects the mood of the nation
at this crucial time. Of course, the collective state of
mind does largely depend upon where one stands on
the subject of the EU Referendum and accordingly I
ended up with a short list of song titles that I thought
best reflected the more obvious schools of thought:

The Floating Voters - The Clash’s
“Should I Stay or Should I Go?”

Those buying into Project Fear (from both
camps) - Barry McGuire’s 1960’s protest anthem
“Eve of Destruction”
Those suffering from information
over-load - Magazine’s post punk classic
“Shot by both Sides”

Those more interested in the football
bonanza that is Euro 2016 - Sleaford Mods
paean to antipathy “No One’s Bothered”
In the end however I thought the West- Coast
psychedelic words of Arthur Lee and his band Love
struck a more holistic tone to evince the prevailing
economic and political backdrop. Indeed, in the US
with the race for the White House under full steam,
we are presented with two “blonde bombshells”
either side of the Atlantic at the centre of increasingly
divisive and at times poisonous political campaigns.
This is surely the stuff that Hollywood film directors
dream of?
Turning to the issue of Quorum and our first article,
courtesy of Rosie Guest at Apex Fund Services,
focuses upon the possible implications for UK fund
managers if the outcome of the Referendum is a
Leave vote. This insightful article considers what

Siobhan East at Bellingham Travel has kindly
contributed an article on business travel and the
potential implications for UK based travellers as a
result of the Referendum. For those of you who are
regular “commuters” from these shores then I think
you will find this article very interesting.
HR Now’s Becky Hill has provided us with our third
article on the benefits of mediation as a tool to deal
with discord and conflict in the workplace. I have a
feeling that the theme of rebuilding relationships will
become a feature in political circles post the outcome
of the Referendum. With any luck a copy of Quorum
may find its way to the Palace of Westminster!
To lighten the mood from Referendum fever, our
own Deputy Chair Vernon Breese has furnished
us with two articles both of which are delivered in
Vernon’s individual style, combining mercurial wit
and pathos. The first tackles the thorny subject of
punctuality (or lack of it to be precise). Wherever
you may stand on the Remain / Leave debate, it is
almost refreshing to see that (for some of us) nothing
raises the heckles more than being kept waiting for
a pre arranged meeting - the economy, immigration,
climate change and impending armed conflict all fade
into insignificance when faced with a half finished
cup of tea and a ticking watch. The second article
is an amusing reflection on the rising trend of “office
speak”. This particularly resonated with me as I used
to talk in clichés but am pleased to say that’s all water
under the bridge now!!
A reminder to all members to keep up to date with
forthcoming events and articles via the website and
the Linkedin pages. I would draw your attention
to the forthcoming CPD session on the subject
of relationships between Board Directors and
Compliance Officers which will be delivered by Simon
Howard at the Town Hall on the 30th June. This date
also coincides with JADOs AGM to be held at the
Radisson Hotel later that afternoon which will then
be followed by the Summer Drinks Evening at the
same venue. I speak on behalf of all my Committee
members and hope to see as many of you there as
possible.
That concludes this edition. I would like to thank all
of our contributors to this newsletter and once again
special thanks Scott Graphics for their assistance in
getting this edition to print.
Any citations or views expressed are the authors own and
although believed to be accurate should not be relied upon as
statements of fact or advice.

Possible
impacts
of a Brexit
on fund
managers
An alternative
jurisdiction - Ireland
prepares

by
John Bohan

Managing Director,
Apex Fund
Services, EMEA

With the distinct possibility of a
Brexit looming in the not too distant
future, UK based fund managers
and those trading in the UK could
potentially be greatly impacted.
The International Monetary Fund
recently warned that a Brexit
could cause severe damage to
the economy, yet opinion is still
somewhat divided on the specific
impact for fund managers as
analysts now suggest there is a
40-50 per cent likelihood of voters
opting to leave the EU.

The Place of the EU in
the funds industry
The Investment Association’s Annual
Survey, published in September 2015,
stated total assets under management
(AuM) in the UK to be over £5.5 trillion - a
37% portion of the total EU AuM. Based
on these figures, alongside the UK’s global
position in the financial markets, it could be
said that the EU itself would have more to
lose in not finalising a package that would
allow a synergistic relationship between the
UK and Europe for investment managers.
Analysts and regulators alike are issuing
stark warnings about the potential impacts
on asset managers, with these views
also being supported by the Investment
Association, yet opinion is still divided as the
general consensus amongst fund managers
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themselves appears to conclude that a Brexit
would be manageable and not a massive risk
to their access to the single market.

Possible implications
of a Brexit for UK
managers
For those less optimistic about a friendly split
between Britain and the EU (should voters
opt for this on 23rd June 2016), finding an
alternative jurisdiction that’s safe from a legal
and regulatory domicile perspective is a key
topic for discussion. Ireland stands out as a
front-runner for those who have considered
the possibility that domiciling in the UK
following a Brexit would mean managers no
longer have access to overseas investors, or
be allowed to run funds that are registered
and overseen elsewhere in Europe.

Ireland is already preparing for this outcome
as the Irish Times quotes Gareth Murphy,
Director of Markets Supervision at the
Central Bank of Ireland, saying, “The firms
we regulate and their counterparts in the
UK are faced with a considerable period
of uncertainty if Brexit were to happen. We
are envisioning that there will be quite a few
possible applications for authorisation in this
jurisdiction”.
John Bohan, Managing Director of Apex
EMEA and Apex Ireland concurs, saying,

“We should see further and
ongoing flow from the UK
using Ireland as a legal and
structural base from a funds
offering and tax perspective.
This should lead to a surge
in growth of the investment
management industry in
Ireland which can leverage
off of the platform offerings
for directives such as AIFMD
and MIFID.”

Ireland is clearly establishing itself as a
gateway to Europe from an investment
management perspective both within
Europe, and globally. For managers currently
domiciled in the UK and passporting into
other jurisdictions, a settlement that permits
the UK to continue as a domicile for UCITS
would be required. If this did not happen,
those managers would be forced to relocate
to an EU country or cease to continue as a
UCITS fund altogether.

TO P 5 T I P S f o r B U S I N E S S T R AV E L L E R S

by
Siobhan East

Business Development
Manager (Jersey &
Guernsey),
Bellingham Travel

Brexit or Bremain - the world
is poised to know the outcome
of the EU referendum and
no doubt this will have an
effect on the cost of travel
for many business travellers.
From potentially higher mobile
roaming charges to the falling
pound, travellers could start
to see their costs creeping up.
So the business travel team
at Bellingham Travel have put
together their top 5 tips to keep
your travel costs lean.
For more tips on your
business travel,
contact Siobhan East
on 01534 715 010.

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

Keep track of your travel spend
Obtain a monthly report from your travel agent so you can monitor
your monthly spend, analyse where you can save and use this to
forecast your future spend.

Save on credit card fees
Use a € credit card when in Europe and avoid paying on a sterling
card to save on exchange rate charges. Also save 2% on credit
card fees when booking by opening a credit account with your
travel agency.

Tap into better rates
Tap into better rates for airlines and hotels by making use of a
travel management company. Their relationship with airlines and
hotels gives them access to a larger resource and better offers.

Time is a hidden cost
Whether it is yourself or your employees, spending hours trawling
for hotels and flights takes your focus off your core business - you
are better outsourcing to save on the hidden cost of time.

Police your employee’s travel arrangements
Restricting first-class travel and setting a cap on travel spend can
be easily monitored and enforced through a travel management
company without the need for any awkward discussions.
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From The
Chair’s Desk
Want to stop the costs of
unfair dismissal? Mediate
by
Becky Hill

Director at HR Now Ltd
and CEDR accredited
mediator

Want to stop the costs
of unfair dismissal?
Mediate
When conflict arises, it can very
quickly get out of control, leading
to wider team dissatisfaction, a
huge impact on productivity and,
if not managed well, to costly and
time consuming claims of unfair
dismissal.
Often, the initial source of employee
frustration is performance related. A
colleague or manager might take issue with
another member of staff’s approach, their
attitude or even level of productivity. But it’s
at this early stage of conflict that mediation
comes into its own.
Mediation is a tool used to deal with
disagreements between individuals. It
sits outside the formal grievance and

disciplinary procedures and enables the
parties involved to identify the cause of
conflict and reach a satisfactory resolution
by means of a clearly stated set of actions
in a neutral, non-threatening environment.
The process is confidential and ‘without
prejudice’ and brings the two sides together
to air and reconcile their differences before
the ‘emotional contract’ is broken and
employment ends.
Rebuilding relationships is essential, and
coaching can be offered following mediation
and after a formal dispute has been resolved,
therefore avoiding claims for unfair or
constructive unfair dismissal and hopefully
a return of engaged, productive employees.
If the relationship has in fact broken, and
parties are facing the court or tribunal,
mediation can also provide an alternative
informal process before the formality of a
tribunal is imposed.
Conflict also has a huge impact on the
management team. Unlikely as they are to
have the time for formal proceedings and
tackling disputes, or even the skills to do so
swiftly and effectively, dealing with conflict
takes managers away from running the
business causing further loss of productivity
and resulting in unhappy customers.

Mediation is a tried and tested,
cost-effective, speedy way of
managing conflict.
But it’s important to bring in mediation at the
early stage of conflict in order to
increase the chances of a swift
and successful resolution.
The longer conflict is left, the
more difficult it becomes to
open up the situation and
widen people’s perspectives.
And that’s when the real problems
start and financial costs escalate.

Dear members
I’m sure I’m not alone in saying I cannot
believe how quickly the first five months
of the year have passed and with the
sun’s recent arrival, hopefully this
means that Summer is finally with us!
We are coming to the end of our year
and looking back at the last 12 months
it has been challenging, however our
finance industry, which so many of us
rely upon, continues to ‘ride the storm.’
There have been a number of positives
outcomes for ‘Jersey plc’ in the year,
one of note being the recent excellent
Moneyval report and there continues to
be a quiet confidence about our future.
There will ofcourse continue to be
challenges in protecting our reputation
as a jurisdiction and at JADO we are
here to continue to support you, our
members, through these challenges
and ensure we contribute in providing
our island with knowledgeable and up to
date business leaders, not least through
our highly acclaimed CPD programme.
For details of our upcoming CPD events
please refer to our website.
The next date for your diaries is the AGM
followed by our Summer Reception at
the Raddisson on Thursday 30 June.
This will be a great opportunity to meet
old friends and make new ones whilst
enjoying the summer weather on the
terrace.
The upcoming AGM deals
with a number of formalities and also
provides you with the opportunity to join
your Committee. As previously touched
upon we anticipate the coming year to
be exciting with a number of initiatives
in the pipeline and if you would like to
contribute we would be delighted to hear
from you.
Look forward to seeing you on the
30 June.
Gayle Swanson
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Did you know that most office staff actually
switch off when managers start using this
jargon? I certainly do…

Office Gobbledegook

by
Vernon Breese
Director at JCSL

I am sure it is merely a sign of
my aging but is it not actually the
case that many words and phrases
used in the office today really are
meaningless rubbish?
Not sure? Well, take a look at some of these
and don’t laugh, if you haven’t heard some
of these I can assure you people use them;
really!
Low hanging fruit - this means to achieve
quick results and possibly represents an
admission that they prefer the easy option
and don’t want to take any sophisticated
routes to achieve long lasting results. Low
hanging fruit used to mean fruit that was
easy to reach?
Sea-change or seachange - according
to the Oxford English Dictionary, means
“a change wrought by the sea.” But today
refers to a big or all-encompassing and
significant change. Actually the term
originally appears in William Shakespeare’s
The Tempest in a song sung by Ariel,
to Ferdinand, a prince of Naples, after
Ferdinand’s father’s apparent death by
drowning. (Ok, not so interesting maybe
but either way it’s inappropriate unless your
office is swamped at high tide?)

It’s not rocket science - meaning it isn’t
difficult but in my experience the phrase
is used by someone aiming to disarm the
listener by suggesting the listener is stupid.
Not dissimilar to No Brainer. (Eugh!) (Yes,
Eugh is a word!)
Think outside the box - I would go with this
one if I knew what it was to ‘think inside the
box’…a quiet darkened space, undistracted
and focused where one could really
concentrate!
Singing from the same hymn sheet OMG
Going forward - from now on or henceforth.
This phrase always suggests something
else to me.
Segue into (pronounced Segway) - a segue
is a smooth transition from one topic or
section to the next. Often used in music
and derived from the Italian segue, meaning
“follows”. (It’s also a small town in Mali)
Idea Shower - so brainstorm must be out of
fashion and I am happy with that but what is
wrong with “consider” or “think”? After all,
that’s what is supposed to be happening.
I can imagine the confusion amongst
newcomers to our silly office-talk who could
easily misunderstand that an “Idea Shower”
is somewhere to go and think and get clean
at the same time?
Not enough bandwidth - meaning too
busy. What are they? A radio?
Touch base offline – meaning let’s meet
and talk. Great! So why not say… “Let’s
meet and talk”?
Cascading relevant information meaning to tell colleagues. Other words
for “cascading” are surging, pouring and
gushing. Other than ‘affection’, I don’t think
I want anything delivered to me and that
manner!
I really hope I am not alone in this but when
I hear these phrases used by real people I
have to leave the room. Some times because
I have to laugh but sometimes because I just
need to put some safe distance between me
and them. Quickly.

I am sure, many words we used before are
now not only rarely heard but are not even
understood as real words anymore? Take
the title word here “gobbledegook” which I
used in the office today. Two people accused
me of making it up! They wouldn’t blink an
eye if my colleague suggested that having
identified the low hanging fruit that this
segued nicely into the next phase of new
business development which required some
blue sky thinking. (Get me out of here!)
Square the circle - I am guessing this one
means to ‘correct’ or ‘conclude’ but then
what’s wrong with “flatten the triangle”? In
fact, this gives me an idea. Could we not
create some new words or phrases just for
fun? How about:
Dandiprat - someone regarded as less
significant
Cutpurse - a pick pocket
Gadzooks - expression of surprise or
annoyance
Rapscallion - a mischievous person
Talking bunkum - meaning to speak
nonsense.
And guess what? None of these words
(as many of you will know) are new at all.
They are just not used so much as they
were. The following words however, I did
just make up, or did I?
Mizzymongerer - someone who is less than
positive most of the time and has a gloomy
aspect on life
Schattenschlepp - someone who maintains
a low profile, stays in the shadows and
avoids responsibility
22 carat mud - meaning gobbledegook
Surplexshedding - to deliberately confuse
Harpenfleckers - people who talk a lot
because they think they will impress
Dormanding - stopping someone from
leaving by never ending your story!
Jabberkoshnika - an expert dormander.
Try and introduce a few of these next time
you hold court or encounter a credulous
audience. I leave you with my favourite word
which I first heard in the song “Maria” from
the 1959 musical “The Sound of Music”:
“Flippertigibbet” Maria is referred to by the
nuns as “A flibbertigibbet, a Will-o’-the-wisp,
a clown” and it means a flighty or whimsical
person or today, a “chatterbox”.

And just to stay with the letter F: filibuster;
faviform; feculent (great word to mean
filthy); frescade; fribble; fadoodle;
feckless; fiddle-faddle; fixety…
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Punctuality - Who Cares?
Just for fun, here are some excuses I
have encountered since 1979:
I forgot to wind my alarm clock up

by
Vernon Breese
Director at JCSL

According to recent figures, around
16% of us are late for work at
least once every week. Estimates
suggest that in our private lives this
statistic is double! Is it really true
that a third of us are often late?
Well, I can only sensibly relay my personal
experiences and I would say “Yes, a good
third of us are often late”. Now to put some
perspective on this - I ‘enjoyed’ a fairly
rigorous army upbringing including eight
years in a military academy so no surprise
that I am very conscious of “timing” but
maybe this also makes me well placed to
comment on it? Maybe not!
Let’s first get the subject of being “late for
work” to one side. It’s as old as the hills
and everyone turns up late some time for
any number of valid and sometimes terrible
reasons too. We should always try to be on
time for work but stuff happens right?

My car indicator light on the right-hand
side was broken so I had to get to work
by making left turns only
I thought it was Saturday
I lost my watch
The dog was asleep on my car
keys and I just couldn’t bring myself to
move her
I am not really late. For me this is early
My battery died on my mobile so my
alarm didn’t go off
I was just too tired I am sure I have a
migraine
Of course everyone knows the old ‘punctured
tyre’ excuse. I have always felt really sorry for
the people to whom this actually happened
because the chances of them ever being
believed will have been zero. What’s funnier
is that some of the unfortunate victims of
“on-the-road” issues like this will know that
the puncture excuse is not usually taken
seriously and so they will make up something
else perhaps more believable! Then they get
caught-out lying!
So that’s work but on to lateness generally,
we seem to fall into four camps roughly:
A. Those who want to be
punctual and expect
punctuality.
B. Those that don’t care
much either way.
C. Those who are rarely
punctual but expect others
to be on time!
D. Those who are punctual
but don’t mind waiting for
others at all.
Do you know which camp you’re in? If you
don’t, then ask a friend - don’t guess.
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I know which camp I am in and I know which
camp contains the least number of people
and it isn’t mine! It is interesting though, at
least to me, because it is strangely difficult to
change behaviours either those of oneself or
of others. I would be dreadfully disappointed
in myself if I let someone down by having
them wait for me. I just couldn’t look at my
watch, note that time was up and I need to
leave for the meeting but then deliberately let
it go by and knowingly turn up late without a
care. Conversely (I assume) someone from
Camp B couldn’t easily be encouraged to
turn up on time?
I did once try to alleviate a punctuality
situation I suffered with a loved one who
was always between 20 and 30 minutes late
without fail. I got into the habit of giving them
an appointment time 30 minutes earlier than
needed. This meant that subsequently they
typically turned up in perfect time and this
worked for ages until …on one occasion by
accident, they appeared at the actual stated
time and therefore arrived 30 minutes early!
Their obvious indignation and frustration
over being duped for so long upset them
greatly. (Unbelievable!) The rest of the
family remained quietly amused however,
from then on, the 30-minute trick was always
taken into account by the offending family
member and my system never worked again.
If you’re not sure what I am on about, it
goes like this:
Actual appointment time is 10
I tell them 9.30
They now know that means 10 so for
them, 10.30 - 10.45 will do; and
now they are always an hour late instead!

….Arrgghh!
So, why do we even make arrangements to
meet or speak at specific times? It may not
be too obvious to everyone so here are some
of the reasons why we plan (please excuse
any hint of facetiousness or sarcasm as I
play the host and you be the guest)...

We state a time:
so that I know when I must be there;
in order to plan other things around the
arrangement and protect the meeting;
so you know when I will be there
expecting to see you and you in turn will
know when to be there;
so that a diary appointment can be
agreed and established;
to avoid clashing with other planned
meetings or events;
to ensure we don’t overrun earlier
meetings and let one another down;
to help provide sufficient time for this
meeting with you – there could well be
other things to do after this meeting;
to suit travel times, traffic, trains etc etc
often pre agreed with you to suit you the guest;
to ensure the best chance of the meeting
taking place;
so that all these advantages can also be
afforded you, the guest.
Surely it can be no wonder that lateness will
upset an individual who has covered all of the
above?

Just for clarity then and I do hope I don’t
speak for too many here: having to wait for
someone who is late for an appointment
with me is genuinely upsetting. It imposes
a physical stress and pain upon me that
goes like this in my head:

Appointment time 11am
10.55

“They’ve forgotten!”

10.58

“They really have forgotten! Shall I
call them?”

10.59 “They may have been held up
unavoidably, don’t be silly!”

I am one of those sad people who cannot
handle tardiness anywhere and so camp A
is where I stay. I say this but it isn’t entirely
true because I often visit France and there
they have an entirely different regime which
includes a Camp E. (Where E stands for
“Everything-goes”!)
You can do whatever you need to do in France
whenever you like. Appointment times are
not even a mere guide, indeed there are only
four appointment times available in any given
year: Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter
and E camp members can miss this too! “Ça
ne fait rien” as they say over there and this is
why they live so much longer than us!

11.00

“This is so unreasonable, we agreed
11, why am I waiting”

11.01

“I’ll do some work on my mobile and
distract myself”

11.02

“Have I got the right place – check
the email for venue”

11.07

“This is outrageous! Such a dreadful
waste of time”

11.10

I start composing a polite email
to my overdue guest, all the time
thinking that instead of being late, it
would have been better if they had
buried me up to my shoulders in hot
sand and poured ravenous red ants
all over my head.

11.17

11.20

Whilst explaining to a passing
acquaintance that I have been
“stood-up” I try hard to deflect any
signs that my guest’s absence has
upset me in any way!
Finally, I send that aberrantly polite
email saying “Sorry to have missed
you. I assume you got caught up
with something. Let’s rearrange?”

Translated, this really means “You b**tard!
I walked all the way to the coffee house, I
waited for 20 minutes and had a coffee on my
own without sugar (because I am dieting) and
it was horrible. I realised you had forgotten
me and then guess what? It started to rain
and I got soaked walking back. I can’t believe
you have done this to me! I hate you with a
passion and I can never forgive you for this
outrage!”
And later I would receive an email from my
guest saying “Oh No! So sorry! I must have
just missed you. I got there at 11.21 by my
watch. What rotten luck. I’ll call to rearrange”
Translated, for me, this really means “Please
accept this outright lie because you know I
don’t possess a watch and I was never even
close to the venue; ever. I was having a great
conversation with someone else miles away
who I like and respect so much more than I
do you and so my last meeting ran over by 45
minutes. I knew you would have been well
gone by then so there was no point in me
getting in touch. I am not sorry in the slightest
and it had nothing to do with luck whatsoever,
it just didn’t matter enough to me. Please
don’t rely on me to rearrange, that would be
pointless as well as stupid.”

Whilst I hope this all offers something
for you to consider on the subject of
punctuality I fear it may merely serve
to demonstrate just how ill I really
am!
On the other-hand some of you
might feel the same?
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NAME: Gayle Swanson

Q
A
Q
A

Q
A

PLACE OF BIRTH: Falkirk, Scotland
Present occupation?

Director of Fund Solutions at Capita Asset Services.
Professional resume?
In a nut shell... I’m from North of the Border, where I qualified
as a Chartered Accountant with the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland. After a small stint in the Oil Industry
where I was responsible for all those countries that are not on
your top 100 holiday destinations my other half enticed me to
move to Jersey with him. I suspected I would be here for a
couple of years however 14 years on and we are still here!
When and what brought you to Jersey?
I should say romance!! In addition to ‘romance’ the going
overseas but being close to home, the stunning scenery and
lifestyle were also big draws.

Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A

3 things that help you relax?
Catching up with friends with good food and wine, spending
time with my dogs and my other half and a trip to the Spa.
3 things that keep you awake at night?
Normally nothing as I enjoy my sleep however the panic of
missing the red eye can be known to disturb my sleeping
patterns!
5 ideal dinner guests?
Barack Obama, Peter Alliss, Keith Floyd, Jeff Stelling and
Margaret Thatcher.
Favourite book?
The Hobbit by John R R Tolkien.
Favourite film?
Depends on the mood but has to be Beetlejuice.
Saturday night song?
You Don’t Know Me by Armand Van Helden.
Sunday morning song?
Wear Sunscreen by Baz Luhrmann.
3 things to take with you to a desert island?
Wine, cork screw and sunscreen for my Scottish skin.

CPD Future Events
Details of the Association’s 2016 CPD
programme can be found on the website

www.jado.je

For more details please contact Aimee
Maskell, at aimee@amtopmsecretarial.com

An Introduction to Your Committee

Contacts

Gayle Swanson, Chair
email gayle.swanson@capita.je
Secretary
Aimee Maskell

Chair
Gayle Swanson

Deputy Chair
Vernon Breese

Website & IT
Karl Anderson

Memberships
Editor of
Mo Baluchi
Quorum
Mark McNicholas
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Treasurer
Ewan Spraggon

Training &
Education
Tracey Page

Legal Counsel
Mark Chambers

Aimee Maskell, Secretary
email aimee@amtopmsecretarial.com

